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Metathesaurus is a superset of the knowledge from all
of its sources.
The value of Metathesaurus is threefold: uniform single query access to a large number of heterogeneous
knowledgesources; a single concept identifier that is
appropriately matched in each source; and the recording of relations that are only available across sources.

Abstract
This paper reports on someof the difficulties inherent
in the integration of information from heterogeneous
knowledgesources (KSs). It reviews the approaches
and limitations of somerecent systems, and presents
example problems from an attempt to integrate two
KSs in the medical terminology domain.

TraumAID,
TraumaTIQ,
and TraumaGEN
TraumAID(Webber, Rymon, & Clarke 1992) is a decision support system for the initial managementof multiple trauma. TraumaTIQ (Gertner & Webber 1996)is
a module that compares a physician’s inferred management plan with TraumAID’s plan, and creates critiquing information for each significant difference between them. The set of critique information is then
processed by a text planner, TraumaGEN(Carberry
Harvey 1997) that generates coherent, integrated messages.
One limitation on TraumaGEN’sability to integrate
messages properly is that it does not have semantic
knowledge about the relations between medical concepts. This occasionally results in output that could
be made more concise or natural by taking advantage
of the relations between terms used in a sentence or
paragraph.
For example, one message now contains references to
both a "possible intra-abdominal injury" and a "possible GI tract injury". With a well-designed medical term
hierarchy, it would be possible for a reasoner to recognize that "possible GI-tract injury" is a concept that
is subsumed by the concept "possible intra-abdominal
injury". This subsumption would then allow TraumaGENto make the message more concise and coherent.
TranmaGENcurrently does some matching of concepts
via a hash table. However,the entries to the table must
be made by hand, and can only be made after a potential improvement is noticed by a humanreader.
If the hash table entries could be made automatically, then two benefits would be derived. First, as
new medical terms and procedures are introduced to
the system, they would not require hand comparison
against existing terms for potential subsumption. Second, by identifying potential subsumption and making

Introduction
The goal of automated integration is to free the user
from having to locate relevant sources, query sources
in isolation, and combinethe results in a coherent way.
Furthermore, an integration system can derive new information by examining diverse sources or verifying the
contents of one database against another.
In the case of TraumaGEN (Carberry & Harvey
1997), integration was intended to allow the text
planner to achieve greater coherence and conciseness
through enriched semantic and lexical knowledge about
medical terms.
The Metathesaurus
The National Library of Medicine has developed the
Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)to aid medical system developers. One intended application is to
help map a user’s medical terms to those in the controlled vocabularies that are part of the UMLS.The
UMLSconsists of the Metathesaurus, the Semantic
Network, the Specialist Lexicon, and the Information
Sources Map.
The Metathesaurus has 330,000 different medical
concepts, with a Concept Unique Identifier (CUI) for
each one, even if two concepts have the same name.
For example, the string "cold" is an ambiguous string
connected to two concepts: Cold<l>, a disease, and
Cold<2>, a temperature.
The information is an aggregation of over 30 medical domain vocabularies. Whena new concept is added
to the Metathesaurus, new relationships may be determined between concepts and terms from different source
vocabularies. Thus the information available from the
1This work was supported by the National Library of
Medicine under grant R01-LM-05764-01.
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an appropriate hash table entry, the system would prevent the generation of sub-optimal output. This would
eliminate reliance on user identification and reporting
of possible improvements.
Another area in which TraumaGENhas room for improvement is the use of local medical vocabulary. Different regions in the U.S. sometimesuse different terminology for the same concept. An example of one such
concept is a "pericardial tamponade", which is the East
coast name for a concept called "cardiac tamponade" on
the West coast. The existence of a medical "thesaurus"
could allow TraumaGENto customize its output for
different locations. Andif foreign language term equivalents were available, they would facilitate TraumAID’s
adaptation for use outside the U.S.
All of this information is available from the Metathesaurus. The task of using the Metathesaurus to augment TraumaGEN’sfunctionality is essentially one of
integrating
two KSs. TraumaGEN has its own KB,
with vocabulary, structure, and accessor functions, albeit much simpler than those of the Metathesaurus.
Two types of integration
are needed to make the
Metathesaurus useful to TranmaGEN.First, while the
query interface is uniform, the responses to the query
are not; response format is taken from the original
source in the Metathesaurus. Thus the responses will
require a two level conceptual breakdown: separation
by source, and interpretation by a translator that knows
the source’s output format.
Second, the terminology used by TraumaGENmust
be mapped to the concepts of the Metathesaurus. It
possible to do this task by hand, especially since TraumAID’sdomain is currently limited to a small subset
of its intended domain. However, the large size of the
eventual medical vocabulary, and the likelihood of regular additions or changes to its knowledgebase, argue for
an automated procedure. Automation will also potentially allow TraumaGENto benefit from improvements
in the Metathesaurus, which otherwise would require
human monitoring and changes.
Other

work

Muchwork has been done in the area of integrating heterogeneous knowledge bases. Two systems, TSIMMIS
(Chawathe et al. 1994; Hammeret al. 1997) and HERMES(Adali & Subrahmanian 1994), are not integration systems, but rather tools for designing integration
systems. These tools automate the creation of agents,
which will in turn integrate the information sources.
TSIMMIS
The TSIMMIS
architecture consists primarily of translators and mediators. It is the task of the translator to
convert information between the input/output formats
of a knowledge source and a standard representation.
Given a source’s query and output formats, TSIMMIS
can generate such a translator. The commonrepresentation is OEM,or Object Exchange Model (Papakon-
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sta~tiutm; Garcia-Molina, ~ Widom1995), ~hieh consists of self-describing objects that allow simple nesting.
The OEMrepresentation is then passed to the mediator.
TSIMMISmediators are relatively simple. They direct queries to appropriate sources, and may eventually
eliminate duplicate information or convert time stamps
to a commonformat, though these abilities do not appear to be currently implemented. All communication
to or between mediators is in OEM.
HERMES
HERMES
(Adali & Subrahmanian 1994) is another system development tool. Like TSIMMIS,it helps users
develop translators and mediators, but it appears to
be a more substantial design tool, especially for mediators. HERMES
separates the integration process into
two parts, domain and semantic integration.
Domain
integration consists of writing a translator for a new
source. HERMES
guides the user through the creation
of a catalog file for each domain(essentially a "wrapper" for the new source), which makes it usable by
HERMES.
The file contains information on opening the
source, a list of functions to be accessed by the mediator, and specifications of input and output format for
each function. The construction of the catalog enables
HERMES
to accept as "sources" not only traditional
data sources, but programs such as reasoners or search
engines.
The semantic integration, or mediation, covers "pooling" information from distinct sources, and detection
and resolution of conflict between sources. "Pooling" in
HERMES
is more than simple aggregation; it refers to
the potential use of data from multiple sources, along
with inference mechanisms, to create "new" information that could not be inferred from the data of any
single source. A mediator is designed to identify complementary data from two or more sources, pass the
information to a reasoner or processor, and report or
store conclusions. Conflicts between data will be discussed later in this paper.
"Learning" in HERMES
refers only to the ability
to save new strategies
written by the mediator author/user, whentold, for incorporation into the strategy menu.
The Information
Manifold
The Information Manifold (IM) (Kirk et at. 1995) is
system for browsing and querying multiple networked
information sources. The authors focus on minimizing
the number of sources queried; their algorithm guarantees the relevance of each source. The system has to
have an accurate global domain model as well as information about the relative completeness of each KS.
Establishing relative completeness of many classes of
data in multiple sources, and maintaining the accuracy
of relative completeness data could be difficult.
The integration algorithm requires an accurate, detailed description of every information source, including

a ~anantJc rcp~reseatatioa of all relations in theKSand
a detailed representation of the KSinternal structure.
The algorithm shows a preference for the most complete
source of data, apparently without regard to costs. In
one example, IM ignores one source whose information
is a proper subset of a larger source. Unmodified, this
algorithm will prevent the IM from gathering new information about the contents of the small source. It
also neglects the importance of maintaining a variety of
sources for accuracy checking and as back-up resources.
SIMS
In the SIMS (Knoblock, Arens, & Hsu 1994) architecture, each agent carries a detailed model of its ownexpertise, and models of the knowledgesources available
to it (including other agents). SIMS agents communicate using two languages: KQML(Knowledge Query
and Manipulation Language) (Finin et al. 1994) is the
meta-language used to carry information about agent
desires and intentions, while LOOM
(Brill 1991) semantic nets are used to represent the information "goods"
passed between agents.
Four steps comprise the SIMS algorithm. First, an
agent selects appropriate sources for a query based on
content and cost. Next, it creates a plan to retrieve
and possibly process the data. Then it refines the plan
based on its knowledge about the KS, and finally it
executes the plan.
Two kinds of agent "learning" take place in SIMS.
The first is simply caching: SIMScaches data that is
frequently used or that is difficult or expensive to obtain. Cached data is stored in LOOM,and is indexed
with a description of the information gleaned from the
initial query.
The second kind of learning is Semantic Query Optimization (SQO). Whenthe system detects an expensive
query it attempts to learn (using ID3 (Quinlan 1986)
) information that will reduce the cost of similar future requests. This learning assumes the presence of
a detailed representation of the information in the KS,
including: a fine-grained semantic description and an
associated cost for each type of data/function available
(cost information could be learned and recorded by the
agent); domain knowledge about the relations between
data; and a reasoning system.
As an example, (Knoblock & Ambite 1997) present
a query that retrieves ship types whose range is greater
than 10,000 miles. Given the presence of domain knowledge that ships with this range have a draft over twelve
feet, and cost knowledgeindicating that getting draft
information is cheaper than range information, SQO
converts the query to one requesting draft information
that will return the same information as the original
query as long as the cost and domain knowledge remain
true.
Intelligent
agent approaches
Agent systems are well-suited for the task of heterogeneous KS integration (Knoblock, Arens, & Hsu 1994;
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Decker eta/. 1995). A maDr.ad~mtage,,of
these
systems is modularity. No person, software, or hardware needs to maintain a global picture of the system.
Agent action and interaction are determined by decision
making and communication protocols resident in each
agent. The agents can be developed and maintained
separately, even by different organizations. Modularity
can also increase resilience and help to make systems
fail-soft. Distributed agent systems have the ability to
modify the number of agents, or the ratio of source
agents to mediators to maintain an efficient balance
when work loads change (Decker, Sycara, & Williamson
1997).
Distributed agent system architectures
have also
been developed to encourage independent agent specialization, so that over time agents can become "expert" in a particular domain (Decker & Sycara 1997;
Decker, Sycara, & Williamson 1997; Knoblock, Arens,
& Hsu 1994). These systems allow agents to become
knowledge sources, so that agents can build upon the
work of other agents. This also creates hierarchies that
can form and reform dynamically.
Translator

complexity

The many kinds of computational complexity involved
in database queries are also a major obstacle to efficient
translators,
so much of the work in making database
queries more efficient will be applicable. However,certain problems arise in heterogeneous knowledgebase integration that do not appear in querying single sources.
It is the task of the translator to convert a mediator
query into an equivalent query in the language of the
source. Suppose mediator M has a user request C(x)
such that C(x) = f(x) 0 g(x) N And tr ansl ator
T has operators F, G, and H that return f(x), g(x),
and h(x), respectively. The problem facing T is to determine whether it can satisfy M’s request for C-type
information, and if so, how? This is a major issue for
KS integration, because determining equivalence is a
combinatorial problem. And while T, in this example,
may easily provide this information, the request may
have also gone to other translators that are fruitlessly
combing combinations of their primitive operators to
see if they can match the request.
Translation also depends on the existence of domain
information, such as seaside_resort(x) = geo_loc(x)
resort_loc(x)
A coastaldoc(x),
which to date must
largely be entered by human hands. Information of
this type can be discovered from data by noting that
{xlresort_loc(x) ) C_ {x]geoJoc(x) but rule discovery
of this kind is expensive, and must be re-evaluated each
time the data set is modified. The learning algorithm
for SQOin SIMS attempts to identify robust knowledge that is less subject to alterations or corrections,
and thus more profitable for use in rule derivation, since
maintenance costs will be low (Hsu & Knoblock 1996).
Intuitively, data that rarely or never change (such as
dates in a history database) may be considered more

>ks -meta -c ’ ’lacerated
die~hr~ ~ ~
~uery Term: lacerated
diaphra~
Term not found.
~
>ks -meta -c -am ~’laceratsd
VaginalDiaphragm
Vaginal Contraceptives
Diaphragm

diaphragm

Laceration,NOS
ContraceptiveAEents
Muscles
Vaginal
Psyche, NOS
Psychic
Chin
Poisoning by vaginal contraceptive,
NOS
Insertion of diaphragm into vagina
Removal of diaphragm from vagina
Emko Vaginal Contraceptive
Foam
Encare Vaginal ContraceptiveSuppositories
Semicid Vaginal ContraceptiveInserts
Today Vaginal ContraceptiveSponge
Stimulators,Diaphragmatic/Phrenic
Nerve
Biopsy of diaphragm
Congenitalabsence of diaphragm

Figure 1: Twoqueries to the Metathesaurus: a direct
query for a concept identifier, and the same query using
the Metathesaurus’ approximate matching facility.
likely to be part of some fundamental characteristic of
a domain.
A reasoner can also work out from hierarchy or
logical information that geoAoc(x) A resort_loc(x)
resort_loc(x) but again, this computation is expensive,
and could be prohibitively so depending on the amount
of domain knowledge present.
Attempts are being made to reduce the negative impacts of query re-mappings. "Planning by rewriting"
(Knoblock & Ambite 1997) generates low-cost but possibly sub-optimai plans. Another effort, "recursive information gathering" (Duschka & Levy 1997) generates a maximally contained set of query rewritings (the
set contains information subsets of the query, not just
equivalents). By exploiting functional dependencies in
the domain model, queries can be translated in time
polynomial in the number of query terms. This requires
the presence and prior specification of functional dependencies in the source.
The design of practical translators is difficult even
when efficiency is not an issue. An early piece of a
translator I wrote for the Metathesanrus requested a
list of concepts that were identified, in somesource’s
tree structures, as children of a concept C. The code
processed the answer by scanning for CUIs and eliminating references to C, thus leaving the CUIs of the
children. This worked for most concepts, but reported
extraneous CUIs for some. It turned out that one of
the KSs responded to a request for children by returning both the parents and the children of the concept.
This is not likely to be an oversight on the part of the

Metathesam~s desig’a¢~, rather it is a memasof bypassing the complexity of trying to design a uniform
representation that is general enough to incorporate all
the information of current and future sources, yet specific enough to be useful. This translator’s problem was
easily fixed, but it points out that reliable automatic design of translators is a long way off. For now, human
examination and re-examination of the data format is
critical.
A further problem is changes in the data format of a
source over time. While translators can be designed to
recover from small changes in spacing or order, adaptation to many changes will require humanoversight. An
example: during the months I accessed the Metathesaurus, the response to a simple concept name request
changed from returning just the name and unique identifier to returning both of these and all synonyms, including foreign language terms. Further, the function
that formerly found synonyms was inactivated.
Mediator
complexity
A primary task for mediators is planning. Mediators
plan to meet goals of information, cost, accuracy, and
speed in a dynamic environment. Planning which translators (or other mediators) to interrogate for each request is an important step in achieving the goals. The
Information Manifold uses extensive knowledge of its
sources to ensure that only relevant sources are polled
in its plan. It can also guarantee that a minimal number of sources were polled. Occam (Kwok & Weld
1996) claims to be a sound, complete, and efficient
planner, provided that every piece of information knowable about each KS is carefully written into the metalanguage. This will result in a meta-language that is
"meta" in name only: to work as stated, the language
will need to be the union of every KSlanguage below it.
Both IM and Occamare useful for clarifying the boundaries of mediator complexity, but their requirements for
extremely detailed KS representation will render them
unwieldy for life-sized domains.
Perhaps the most difficult aspect of integration mediation is the handling of inconsistent data. The problem
is two-fold: identification of conflict, and resolution of
the conflict. Most systems have no conflict strategy or
a single simple strategy. Such strategies allow systems
to function in a complex world, but also greatly reduce
their potential as integrators.
One such strategy is to accept information if and only
if no source disagreed with the information. Thus one
clerical error or out-of-date datum could prevent the
acceptance of data that is identically reported by several other sources. Data reported from a single source
would be assumed accurate (since even the best agent
can’t do anything about false information unless there
is some other information that contradicts it). One circumstances not addressed by these approaches occurs
when a query of an up-to-date resource has no information (possibly because it has detected uncertainty
about the information), but an older source responds.
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. ~ Howcan a system detem~ine ~hen a tack of information
should be considered inconsistent with the presence of
information? Any default answer to these questions will
certainly be wrong in some situations.
An alternative is to have KSs "vote", and the information reported by the highest number of sources wins.
Numeric information can be averaged, or reported as a
function of each datum and some relative confidence
measure. Again, these solutions are hardly robust, and
indicate the need for mediators to have a broad spectrum of resolution strategies.
The HERMES
system, which facilitates
the design of
mediators, has a conflict resolution tool kit that recognizes the need for a range of strategies. The kit is
an interface with the mediator designer that facilitates
resolution of the conflicts that arise during semantic
integration. It offers a menuof resolution strategies,
which assume a set of integrity constraints in the form
of semantic relations between data sources. Selection of
a strategy causes’the system to generate a set of rules
that become part of the mediator, or the author can
write a new strategy.
Integrating

TraumaGEN
and the
Metathesaurus
Myinitial
approach was to take medical term names
from TranmaGEN output and find them in the
Metathesaurus. Then I planned to use the relationship
information from the Metathesaurus to build semantic
trees around the terms. These trees would then allow
me to aggregate some terms under the name of a commonparent, or subsume one term within another.
Finding term matches turned out to be complex.
First, consider the medical term "pericardial tamponade". A concept search for this term returns a CUI
and the string "cardiac tamponade", with "pericardial
tamponade" listed as a synonym. A human reading
of the definition of "cardiac tamponade" confirms that
it refers to the same medical concept as "pericardial
tamponade", so this match query worked simply and
correctly.
A second example reveals some difficulties.
"Intraabdominal injury" does not return a match from a concept search. Now, we can envision an algorithm that
might proceed as a human would, checking the components of the term. "Injury" does return a match, but
"intra-abdominal" does not. Further tries result in a
Specialist Lexicon entry matching "intra", a prefix, and
a Metathesaurus entry "abdominal". Left-trimming the
original we try "abdominal injury" with no match.
However, the Metathesaurus allows concept searches
using approximate matching. Again, we can easily
imagine an algorithm that gets a list of possible matches
from an approximation algorithm, and then somehow
picks a "best match". This is aided by the Metathesaurus’s own attempt to rank the matches, which is not
solely string based. The approximate match request for
"intra-abdominal injury" returns 22 possibilities,
and
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’~he ~p o~acept is ~’abdominal injuries". Thi6 class of
injuries in the Metathesanrus actually contains many
kinds of intra-abdominai injuries, but no subclass that
would match the "intra" prefix exactly.
Despite the lack of an exact match, it is conceivable
that information derived from the trees containing "abdominal injuries" could still provide TranmaGEN
with
useful information. Perhaps we could use a rule indicating that a term with a prefix was likely a sub-class
of that term alone. Then the hierarchy information
derived from the trees could be used. Still, the term
matching process is starting to look quite involved if it
is to proceed to this point.
"Lacerated diaphragm" is another term for which
there is no exact match. A request for an approximate
match yields 20 possible matches, though the ranking
by the Metathesanrus leaves something to be desired,
as shown in Figure 1.
"Tenderness" from TraumaGEN returns an exact
string match, complete with CUI, from the Metathesaurus. Unfortunately, a quick definition comparison
reveals that the two concepts are not the same. TraumaGEN,though it does not explicitly encode this information, in fact intends the meaning "abdominal tenderness" when it refers to "tenderness".
This kind of conflict, a false match, is a very dangerous possibility in KSintegration, since it could easily
go unnoticed if the process were automated. This false
positive could be avoided if more elaborate semantic
information were available in TranmaGEN’sKB. Augmentation of a KS prior to integration might include
definitions, or placing the information in a semantic
net. Even a large amount of extra information for each
term would require powerful techniques and substantial domain knowledge to provide an accurate mapping.
Because of the potential harm that such an error could
cause, humanoversight would almost certainly still be
required. But more importantly, obtaining that information was the whole intention of the integration, so
requiring it at the outset defeats the purpose of the
exercise.
If we assume that all terms in TraumaGEN are
mapped by hand to CUIs in the Metathesaurus, we are
left with the task of creating semantic hierarchies to enable the term subsumption discussed earlier. This task
also presents problems that are difficult to solve in an
automated fashion.
For example, while the Metathesanrus will return the
semantic trees for a specific CUI from each KS, not
every concept that appears in the trees is a concept
in the Metathesanrus (see Figure 2). This makes
very difficult to comparetrees between KSs, or to create
more complete trees.

Conclusions
The process of automating the integration of TraumaGENand the Metathesanrus is fraught with difficulties.
This paper is a chronicle of the (currently) overwhelm-
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CXTIC02342331SO4091251RCD951X75r0111ANCIllReadthesaurusll.....
Iil
CXTIC02342331SO4091251RCD951X75r0111ANCI21Nistoryand
observationsllX76sUIll
CXTIC02342331S04091251RCD951X75r0111ANCI31Clinicalhistory and observa¢ionsllX76sVlll
CXTICO2342331SO4091251RCD951X75r0111ANCI41Painand
sensationllXa05QIII
CXTIC02342331S04091251RCD951X75r0111ANCI51Paln
observationsllXa0yPIII
CXTIC02342331S04091251RCD951X75r0111CCPIITendernssslC02342331X75r011+I
CXTIC02342331SO4091251RCD951X75r0111CHDIIAbdominal
cendsrnessllX75rQIl+l
CXTIC02342331SO4091251RCD951X75r0111CNDIIBone
tendernesslC02388071XaOvzlll
CXTIC02342331S04091251RCD951X75r0111CHDIIFaciol
tendernssslC02395321Xa0vxlll
CXTIC02342331SO4091251RCD951X75r0111CHDIIJoin¢
tsndsrnssslCO2400941Xa0u0111
CXTICO2342331SO4091251RCD951X75r0111CNDIISkin
tendernesslC02411641XaO.211+l
CXTICO2342331S04091251SNH21F-82610111hNCI11SNOMED-21C02209661111
CXTICO2342331SO4091251SNM21F-82610111ANCI21Function
Axislllll
CXTIC02342331S04091251SNM21F-82610111ANCI31Functionand
Abnormal Func¢ion of the Nervous and Nusculoskeletal
CXTIC02342331S04091251SNM21F-82610111ANCI41Functions
and Functional Disorders of the Nervous SysCemlllll

Systemslllll

CXTIC02342331S04091251SNM21F-82610111ANCI51Pain
Disorderslllll
CXTIC02342331S04091251SNH21F-82610111CCPilTendernesslC02342331F-82610111
CXTIC02342331S04091251SNHI9SIF-A2610111ANCIllSNOHED
InternationallC02209671111
CXTIC02342331S04091251SNMI951F-A26101llANCI21FUNCTIONIC0031843111I
CXTIC02342331SO4091251SNNI951F-A2610111ANCI31BIOLOGICAL
FUNCTIONS
OF THE NERVOUS
SYSTEMIC02340671111
CXTICO2342331SO4091251SNNI951F-A2610111ANCI41SENSATION
AND PAINIC02341851111
CXTICO2342331S04091251SNNI951F-A2610111ANCISITYPES
OF PAINIC02342231111
CXTICO2342331SO4091251SNMI951F-A2610111CCPIITendernesslC02342331F-A261011i

Figure 2: A request for concept context. The first five lines, labeled ANCand consecutively numbered one through
five, represent a path through a tree. The CUI should appear after the name of each node. Note that the first five
node names have no CUI, and so are not concepts in the Metathesaurus. The sixth line, labeled CCP, is the concept
we searched on, Tenderness, a child of Pain Observations. The five lines below Tenderness, labeled CHD,are some
of the children of Tenderness, each of which has a CUI except the one we are looking for, AbdominalTenderness.
Twomore trees are shown below the first.
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